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An important effort has been invested on improving the image diagnosis process in different medical
areas using information technologies. The field of medical imaging involves two main data types: medical
imaging and reports. Developments based on the DICOM standard have demonstrated to be a convenient
and widespread solution among the medical community. The main objective of this work is to design a
Web application prototype that will be able to improve diagnosis and follow-on of breast cancer patients.
It is based on TRENCADIS middleware, which provides a knowledge-oriented storage model composed by
federated repositories of DICOM image studies and DICOM-SR medical reports. The full structure and
contents of the diagnosis reports are used as metadata for indexing images. The TRENCADIS infrastruc-
ture takes full advantage of Grid technologies by deploying multi-resource grid services that enable mul-
tiple views (reports schemes) of the knowledge database. The paper presents a real deployment of such
Web application prototype in the Dr. Peset Hospital providing radiologists with a tool to create, store and
search diagnostic reports based on breast cancer explorations (mammography, magnetic resonance,
ultrasound, pre-surgery biopsy and post-surgery biopsy), improving support for diagnostics decisions.
A technical details for use cases (outlining enhanced multi-resource grid services communication and
processing steps) and interactions between actors and the deployed prototype are described. As a result,
information is more structured, the logic is clearer, network messages have been reduced and, in general,
the system is more resistant to failures.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Much effort has been invested on improving the medical image
examination and data annotation process with the aid of computer
technologies. The field of medical imaging involves two main data
types: medical imaging and reports. Despite the commonalities be-
tween them, their differences lead to two different research lines in
the literature: the storage and processing of images; and the inte-
gration of diagnostic reports through semantic interoperability.

With respect to the processing and storage of digital images, re-
search lines concentrate on the use of Peer to Peer (P2P) and Grid
technologies to allow the federation of distributed storages and
computing resources through collaborative environments in the
Virtual Organization [1] (VO) framework. A VO constitute a mul-
ti-institutional community of users sharing common organization
policies and resources.

Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACSs) and
Radiology Information Systems (RISs) organize data according to
patient-centric information, as they are oriented to healthcare
delivery. This is insufficient for research and training activities,
ll rights reserved.
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which require content-based searching. In addition, healthcare
information systems tend to use security models with flat or
user-based access permissions, which cannot be extended to multi-
domain structures.

Regarding Data Grid technologies, Storage Resource Broker [2]
(SRB) and Lightweight Middleware for Grid Computing [3] (gLite)
provide general-purpose tools for storing large amounts of data
in distributed environments. On one hand, several projects like
Biomedical Informatics Research Network [4] (BIRN), a North
American initiative that aims at building a virtual community of
shared resources in the field of brain degenerative diseases, are
based on SRB. On the other hand, NeuroLOG [5], which is a French
project aimed at sharing and processing brain disease images, uses
Medical Data Manager [6] (MDM) to manage information. MDM
uses components from gLite such as ARDA Metadata Grid Applica-
tion [44] (AMGA), LCG File Catalog (LFC) or Hydra. Additionally, the
NeuGRID project [7] is a European initiative whose goal is to devel-
op public electronic infrastructures needed by the European neuro-
science community. NeuGRID is composed by several services that
follow the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and it also uses
gLite components such as glite User Interface (gliteUI), AMGA,
Computing Element (CE), Storage Element (SE), Berkeley Database
information Index (BDII), Disk Pool Manager (DPM) and Working
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Node (WN). Other projects have developed their own components
based on Grid technologies. Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid [8]
(CaBiG) is creating a network that will connect the entire cancer
community. This project has developed a Grid layer named CaGRID
[9].

With respect to the second research branch (semantic interop-
erability for diagnostic reports integration), imaging repositories
have strongly evolved, providing tools for sharing and processing
studies of images and its associated metadata, and allowing data-
mining techniques that improve diagnosis and therapy. In this
sense, evidence-based medicine is a case-based methodology that
relies on high quality and organized medical knowledge.

Data annotation is often performed by centrally storing metada-
ta (MDM uses centralized AMGA databases). Some projects, like
Biomedical Informatics Research Network project (BIRN), define their
own lexicon in order to manage complex data representations, but
it is not oriented to represent clinical reports. Moreover, there are
also collaborative data collection projects that define diagnostic re-
port templates like Health-e-Child [10] which focuses on creating a
common database of pediatric disorders with the support of many
medical centers.

Other approaches consider structured reports to enable con-
text-based retrieval are Mammogrid [11] or NeuroBase [12,13].
In those approaches, metadata required for context-based search-
ing is also located on central repositories that store the annotations
extracted from the medical reports.

In both research branches, developments based on the Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine standard [14] (DICOM)
have demonstrated to be a convenient and widespread solution
among the medical community. In fact, the majority of hospitals
and vendors choose the DICOM standard to store and exchange
digital images (CT, MRI, X-ray, etc.). In the projects presented
above, the DICOM connectivity is commonly provided through
the development of DICOM plug-ins [15,16] to Grid standard pro-
tocols such as the Storage Resource Manager [17] (SRM) or the Glo-
bus Toolkit [18].

In addition, there is an extension of DICOM, namely DICOM
Structured Reporting [19] (DICOM-SR), which defines the syntax
and semantics of structured and standardized diagnostic reports.
Notwithstanding DICOM-SR is not as widespread as DICOM for dig-
ital images, it is a quite convenient solution. DICOM-SR reports can
be treated as general DICOM objects, so they can be managed by
existing DICOM services and shared over the network along with
DICOM studies of images.

Structured reports have many advantages: they follow a tree
structure, minimize input typing, require less semantic effort and
improve diagnosis efficiency. Structured reports offer a homoge-
neous way to structure report data, enhancing the capability of
computer-enabled tools to extract knowledge, search and compare
reports.

Structured reports are a mean to create and exploit knowledge
databases of structured data, with the objective of providing a clin-
ical decision support tool. Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
applications have been revealed as powerful tools that improve
diagnosis [20–22]. However, searching for similarities on images
is not an effective task since very different images could lead to
similar diagnosis. By using the CBIR over the information from
the structured reports, the process becomes much more effective
and clinically-relevant [23] and easy to exploit.

Another key feature of DICOM-SR is the use of a standard syn-
tax, that enables referencing other reports, images, regions of inter-
est (inside images) and temporal coordinates (waveforms). This
capability enables radiologists to accurately associate report find-
ings with concrete image areas. In addition, DICOM-SR has support
for unified lexicons like Radiology Lexicon [24] (RadLex), Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases [25] (ICD-10), Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine [26] (SNOMED), etc. In this sense, stor-
ing information using standard semantic codes ends up with inter-
nationalization of reports, easy application of data-mining
techniques and clearer information exchange between medical
departments. Finally, DICOM-SR has defined report templates for
various clinical domains. These include breast, chest, mammogra-
phy, Ob-Gyn ultrasound, catheterization, vascular ultrasound and
echocardiography.

Conversely, the major disadvantage of supporting structured re-
ports is the productivity penalty. Filling out an electronic form re-
quires more user interaction than plain report dictation supported
by speech recognition systems. Currently, just as there are speech
recognition systems that transcribe reports from voice to plain
text, there are also tools that transcribe information from plain text
to structured report format that would minimize this drawback
[27–29].

The main purpose of all these applications is to increase the
radiologist productivity and capability to store his observations
in a structured, homogeneous and semantically standard way,
while not distracting his eyes from patient images with complex
menus and user interface options [30,31].

In summary, the use of structured reports has advantages and
disadvantages over plain text, but the conclusion after examining
the pros and cons is that the use of structured reports is desirable
for both radiologists and clinicians [32], and fundamental to con-
struct integrated knowledge bases.

As stated earlier, there exist many projects that use Grid tech-
nologies to successfully cover the challenge of sharing DICOM
images between different user communities, but a very few of
them deal with the DICOM-SR standard to enhance metadata
annotations. The work presented in this paper combines both re-
search lines. It aims at sharing medical images and its associated
reports metadata among geographically distributed research insti-
tutions, while maintaining the confidentiality of the patient iden-
tity and the privacy of data.

We base this work on a middleware developed by our group
namely Towards a Grid Environment to Process and Share DICOM
objects [33,34] (TRENCADIS). It provides a knowledge-oriented
storage model federating repositories of DICOM image studies
and DICOM-SR medical reports. This middleware can use gLite
[3] based compliant storage resources as back-ends such as Euro-
pean Grid Infrastructure [35] (EGI) or Spanish National Grid Initia-
tive [36] (ES-NGI) SEs. Along with a real deployment of a Web
application prototype in the Dr. Peset Hospital. This application
runs on top of the TRENCADIS middleware and enables radiologists
to input diagnostic reports based on breast cancer mammography
explorations.

Section 2 describes the concrete objectives of this article.
Section 3 contains a summary of the TRENCADIS technology, out-
lining the main features that support the distributed storage and
the management of DICOM-SR metadata. Section 4 depicts the
infrastructure deployed in the University Hospital Dr. Peset. Sec-
tion 5 outlines the use cases of the prototype application, including
the workflows between actors and the system, and the internal
interaction among the middleware grid services. Finally, the man-
agement of structured report, this article presents conclusions are
exposed in Section 6.
2. Objectives

The main objective of this work is the design and implementa-
tion of a Web application prototype and the necessary TRENCADIS
grid services to deploy it. The system will be able to federate struc-
tured report schemes and to instantiate a use case for the diagnosis
and follow-on of breast cancer patients. The images will be based
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on DICOM format, and the diagnostic reports will follow the DI-
COM-SR standard, employing standard coding terminologies, pro-
cedures and schemes in breast cancer.

Furthermore, the prototype will act as a framework for sharing
semantic annotations of breast cancer images. As a result, it will
provide a comprehensive view of images and diagnostic reports
along the whole infrastructure.

For the attainment of this general objective, the following tar-
gets have been defined:

� To develop the necessary infrastructure services to store and
index DICOM information in the grid services that TRENCADIS
middleware offers as resources.
� To deploy these resources among the institutions implied (Poly-

technic University of Valencia (UPV) and University Hospital Dr.
Peset, while leaving the door opened for the incorporation of
new medical institutions.
� To identify the most important use cases that could happen in

the proposed prototype and to define the flow of information
among the grid services involved in each one.
� To code and deploy the DICOM-SR templates associated to

breast cancer diagrams and follow-on.
� To improve the expressivity of the Web Services Resources

Framework (WSRF) grid services deployed.

3. TRENCADIS technology

The TRENCADIS technology is the base of the work presented in
this paper. TRENCADIS follows a Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) model in which the management of resources is performed
by grid services. These services follow the Open grid service Archi-
tecture [37–39] (OGSA) specification. TRENCADIS is structured into
several layers, each implementing a different abstraction level
(Fig. 1). Lower layers perform basic functionalities and interact di-
rectly with the resources, which can be gLite components [40]. This
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allows TRENCADIS applications to take advance of the current
infrastructures deployed using gLite. Upper layers provide a
friendly interface that hides internal middleware aspects to appli-
cation developers. Each sub-layer of TRENCADIS is briefly de-
scribed in the following sections.

3.1. TRENCADIS security architecture

Security is a key issue in any medical data processing environ-
ment. Confidential pieces of information must only be available to
the patient and the medical team authorized to. Anonymity must
be guaranteed while sharing data.

TRENCADIS security mechanisms are based on the Grid Security
Infrastructure [41] (GSI), which has been enhanced with several
tools and procedures that increase privacy. The whole security
model and the infrastructure developed were presented in [42].
Three aspects are considered: Authentication and Service Access,
Virtual Organization Membership System [43] (VOMS) and Privacy
of data. TRENCADIS has been designed to implement encryption
and decryption techniques that ensure that even administrators
at local sites cannot access the information although they can read
the data files in the storage elements.

3.2. Core middleware sub-layer (infrastructure layer)

The infrastructure layer provides the basic resources of the
environment, which are offered as standard interfaces defined in
Web Services Definition Language (WSDL). Resources use protocols
such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), LFC, AMGA and data
formats like eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Schemes. It pro-
vides upper layers with a unique interface to all resources of the
same type.

The objective of this sub-layer is to implement a wrap-up
to communicate with the basic gLite resources of the medical
infrastructure, enabling the storage of large amounts of data in
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distributed environments. The Core Middleware sub-layer sup-
ports also other back-ends, such as Oracle databases or DICOM file
systems, providing a uniform interface to the above layer above.

This paper presents the integration of gLite-based components
for data storage, providing access to existing gLite infrastructures
(EGI, ES-NGI). Three components are used to increase the availabil-
ity of resources:

� SE [43] as backend for storing DICOM objects. Each medical cen-
ter can have one or several SEs to host the data to be shared.
� LFC [43] to provide replica management and improve the avail-

ability of data and throughput when accessing from multiple
simultaneous clients. A single LFC service is needed.
� AMGA [44] to share the metadata extracted from DICOM-SR. Its

scalability and performance is comparable to direct database
access [44].

These resources are made available through grid services, which
have been implemented following the WSRF [46] specification.
Data formats are specified using XML Schemes.

Grid services can manage multiple states at runtime. Each state
is stored into a service resource, which publishes its WSRF resource
properties in the Index Information Service. Resource creation and
destruction processes have been implemented in the factory service
associated with each Grid service. By deploying multi-resource
grid services, middleware expressivity is increased, improving
information retrieval through structures the information published
in the IIS, and increasing the semantic scalability of the system
(supporting easily the addition of new kinds of reports).

The grid services developed in this layer are the following:
3.2.1. Ontologies Server grid service
The Ontologies Server hosts and publishes the ontologies avail-

able in the system. In TRENCADIS, ontologies are templates that
organize metadata for diagnostics. Each ontology contains a
DICOM-SR content tree, as DICOM-SR semantic relations are
mainly organized by means of tree-like structures. Through this
schema, the whole report structure and contents can be used for
indexing and searching DICOM images. TRENCADIS uses XML to
specify ontologies, since it is expressive enough for the definition
of terms and rules at the data level of DICOM-SR [45]. Templates
contain attributes, restrictions and relations among fields, follow-
ing the DICOM-SR standard rules. These fields are filled in by
authorized users and uploaded (using the Storage DICOM service)
as new reports in the system or used to construct metadata
searches (through the Storage Broker service).
3.2.2. Storage DICOM grid service
The Storage DICOM grid service offers all the interfaces needed

for sharing DICOM-SR and DICOM images. The Storage DICOM
interacts through the gLiteUI [43] and the local AMGA service. A
central LFC cataloge and a local SE to keep files and references to
the studies of DICOM image files are used as back-ends. There
should be at least one instance of this service at each medical cen-
ter. New instances can be dynamically added as new centers join
the infrastructure.

A multi-resource service publishes in the IIS an entry for each
ontology type. In this way, information in the IIS is structured
properly and queries are simplified. Moreover, adding new ontolo-
gies can be performed on the fly, as each Storage DICOM factory re-
ceives periodically the ontologies list creating new resources
automatically.

Each Storage DICOM service resource creates directory trees in
its associated AMGA repository, matching the tree structures of the
ontology definitions kept in the Ontologies Server.
3.2.3. Storage Broker grid service
This grid service allows metadata searches over the DICOM-SR

contents distributed among the system. It does not keep a full
indexation of the content of all the DICOM-SR objects stored in
each Storage DICOM, but just the minimum information to ensure
scalability and a reasonable speed. Moreover, the architecture is
able to handle multiple servers and distributed queries.

The search procedure is based on a mediator approach which
consists on a component in the client side that transforms every
query submitted by the user into several queries, one for each data
repository. The mediator logic is implemented in the Storage
Broker.

The Storage Broker is also a multi-resource grid service. Each re-
source manages the searching of an ontology type, asking the IIS
about the Storage DICOM resources for this ontology type.

3.3. Server Services sub-layer (infrastructure layer)

This sub-layer is composed of services needed by components
of other sub-layers:

3.3.1. Index Information Service (IIS)
Core Middleware Services publish its resource properties in a

central IIS. This information is commonly needed for the interac-
tion with other services and client applications (e.g. URIs). The IIS
used in this case is part of the Monitoring and Discovery System
4 (MDS4) of GT4.

3.3.2. VOMS Server
Authorization in TRENCADIS is based on VOs. Users belong to

one or more thematic VOs, and each thematic VO is authorized
to search on one or more ontologies. Studies matching a specific
ontology become accessible to the members of the associated VO.

VOs are managed through VOMS. The VOMS Service is deployed
in the Server Service sub-layer and manages user memberships,
groups and roles in one or more VOs. It is accessed by all the com-
ponents that require authorization.

3.4. Communication layer

The communication layer defines the standards and protocols
used in service communication. They depend on the backends
(LFC or gridFTP in this case). GridFTP is used for transferring large
amounts of data, SOAP on top of HTTPS is used for grid service
interaction and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol is used to secure
the transmissions with AMGA backends.

3.5. Middleware components sub-layer

This sub-layer contains high-level components distributed in
different packages that interact with Core Middleware and Server
Services sub-layers grid services. It provides applications with an
object-oriented interface to access TRENCADIS functionalities, hid-
ing middleware internals to the developer. This sub-layer imple-
ments five packages:

� SESSIONS Package, which implements the classes to open and
close Grid sessions, needed to access the infrastructure.
� DICOM-I/DICOM-SR Packages, implementing the classes that

manage, either individually or in groups, the DICOM medical
images and structured reports.
� DICOM Virtual Storage Package, deals with the storage and acces-

ses to the DICOM objects in the Grid environment. All these
DICOM images and structured reports are managed as a single
virtual storage through DICOM repositories, regardless of its
real location, offering a single access point to all the DICOM
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objects matching a given ontology. The Virtual Storage only
offers searching criteria for the fields that are included in the
ontology.
� Upload/Download DICOM Packages provide the classes for

uploading DICOM Objects created using DICOM-I and DICOM-
SR packages.
� Ontologies Package provides the classes for managing ontologies.

4. Infrastructure and deployment

These components have been deployed in a medical scenario,
implementing an infrastructure for the annotation and sharing of
breast cancer medical images and reports.

The deployment involves two centers: UPV and University Hos-
pital Dr. Peset. The TRENCADIS grid services have been distributed
as follows (Fig. 2):

� In UPV the VOMS Server and the Index Information Service from
the Server Services Layer have been deployed. The Ontologies
Server and Storage Broker services (Core Middleware sub-layer)
have been deployed too.
� In the University Hospital Dr. Peset, the Storage DICOM and its

associated AMGA Server (Core Middleware sub-layer) have
been deployed. A backend composed of a central LFC cataloge
and a local SE has also been deployed in order to store studies
of DICOM image files.
� The Web application prototype that manages the complete flow

of breast cancer examinations is hosted in the UPV, and it is
acceded by the Mammography Department of University Hospi-
tal Dr. Peset. This application uses TRENCADIS middleware
components to access the grid services deployed in the
infrastructure.

5. Use cases

In this section, the use cases of our Web application prototype
are outlined. The workflow subsection describes the interaction
of different actors with the system when performing the most
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common management tasks. The interaction subsection describes
the communication messages between the different grid services
that are transparent to the users.
5.1. Defining report templates in the VO

5.1.1. Workflow
The purpose of our prototype application is to manage diagnos-

tic episodes of breast cancer patients. Medical episodes are com-
posed of many medical studies including the associated DICOM-
SR documents. Each diagnostic techniques (mammography explo-
ration, MRIs, scans, biopsies, etc.), have a different XML report tem-
plate. Each template defines an ontology that we have coded and
deployed in the Ontologies Server.

In an ideal scenario, lead radiologists of a certain VO decide by
consensus all the mandatory elements of a report structure. Then
the structure is added to the system (Fig. 3), and all the report ele-
ments are coded into a XML format designed by the TRENCADIS
developers. This process is a programmatic and iterative task
among radiologists and developers. This process is a programmatic
and iterative task among radiologists and developers. Usually, hos-
pitals may need to specify their own additional fields. In this sense,
ontologies represent the common parts of the report shared by all
hospitals. Moreover, ontologies provide distributed data manage-
ment among all centers involved, as the common fields defined
in them form a homogeneous knowledge base.
5.1.2. Interaction
The list of ontologies is stored in a centralized service called

Ontologies Server. The storage and indexing services (Storage DI-
COM and Storage Broker) need a subscription to this service to
query the distributed repositories. This subscription is performed
by publishing the resource information in the IIS. Fig. 4 describes
this process. After the initial subscription, the Ontologies Server
periodically queries the IIS (Fig. 4, step 2) and sends the updated
ontologies list to the service factories (Fig. 4, step 4) by calling its
UpdateResources() method (Fig. 4, step 5 and 10).
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It is important to outline that the functionality of the Globus
Toolkit factories [47] has been extended. In Globus Toolkit 4.2
(GT4.2), a very simple factory component is included as a funda-
mental part of multi-resource grid services. The factory is defined
using WSDL [48]. However, it is stateless by nature and its only
purpose is to initialize and destroy resources using two standard
methods. Moreover, the resources initialisation method cannot re-
ceive parameters, because GT4.2 does not expect resource proper-
ties to be initialised at creation time (user must set the data in
further calls to the service resources).
This simplistic factory has many disadvantages. First of all, the
design becomes more complex as the client (the Ontologies Server
in our case) has to establish multiple connections with the factory
and the IIS in order to create new resources. A client of this type
must check if the resources are still published, call the factory cre-
ation method and send the initial values of the resource properties
(all of these once for each ontology in the system).

Secondly, the process becomes slow as these connections are
performed between geographically distributed nodes. Moreover,
calls must go through the whole GT4.2 stack.

Finally, it is hard to protect the system against failures as the
information in the IIS is not automatically updated (Usually the
information is kept during a few minutes to avoid network over-
heads). In addition, if a grid service shuts down and restarts, the
GT4.2 IIS will contain temporal replicas of resource entries. These
issues increase the complexity of the logic to avoid errors in the cli-
ent side and make the system more fault-tolerant.

Conversely, we extended the factories by adding the UpdateRe-
sources() method and allowing resource properties to be initialised
at creation time. Fig. 6 illustrates the relationship between the
Ontologies Server and the factories of the Storage DICOM and the
Storage Broker services.

The method UpdateResources() is called by the Ontologies Ser-
ver providing the ontologies list as a parameter (Fig. 5, step 1). This
list is stored internally in the factory and checked for any update
on each call (Fig. 5, step 4 and 7). Then, this new method creates
or destroys the grid service resources whose ontologies have been
added or deleted from the list (Fig. 5, step 5 and 6).

This approach is clearly better as it only needs a single network
connection between the Ontologies Server and the factories. More-
over, the Ontologies Server is the unique entity involved in the
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resource creation process, avoiding concurrence. In addition, the
calls to the standard methods that create new resources are exe-
cuted internally into the factory services, which is faster and less
error prone. The error management is also easier as the factory
keeps the list of ontologies and does not need to connect to the
IIS to perform checks. Moreover, the Ontologies Server sends the
ontologies list every certain time so, after a connection failure,
the factories will still receive the ontologies list in a posterior call
and the system will reach a correct and stable state.

The process described here involves actions in several Core Mid-
dleware and gLite Core components, but it is totally transparent to
the user, who only has to concern about inserting or deleting XML
templates in the Ontologies Server.

5.2. Inserting DICOM-SR data from medical centers

5.2.1. Workflow
Radiologists access the Web application portal in order to write

the diagnostic reports of a patient episode (Left-Fig. 7, step 1).
Depending on the report, the application selects and reads the
associated template (written by consensus) and dynamically cre-
ates a form to input report data (Left-Fig. 7, step 2).

To send a report to the DICOM Storage Service, the physician
must validate and mark the report as complete. While a report is
not marked as complete, it can be updated or even extended with
new data. After marking a report as complete, it is sent to a DICOM
Storage Service, becoming in a read-only report without possibility
of change. If it is necessary to amend a previously sent report, the
user must generate a new report, in order to keep a history of com-
plete reports and subsequent updates.

The Web application prototype produces the report information
in XML format. XML offers more advantages than DICOM-SR, as
there are more XML tools and parsers available and files are human
readable. However, DICOM-SR provides compatibility with DI-
COM-compliant storage and communication protocols.

We found that in order to validate a DICOM-SR structure tree
we needed to implement our own mechanisms. This is because
common XML validation tools (such as XML schemas) have limita-
tions [49].

The task of adding and deleting reports in the local repository of
a medical center is managed by the Storage DICOM service (Left-
Fig. 7, step 3). Each repository has an associated instance of the
Storage DICOM service, which contacts a local AMGA repository
holding the reports metadata (Left-Fig. 7, step 4).

It is worth to outline that in order to use the diagnosis informa-
tion contained in the structured reports stored in the Storage
DICOM when delivering care to patients, this information needs
to be converted into a ‘‘human readable’’ report and then distrib-
uted downstream to Electronic Medical Report (EMR) systems. In
this sense, Health Level Seven (HL7) organization has developed
the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) standard, which has
been mainly designed to provide an exchange model for clinical
documents. A key use case for CDA is making these electronic doc-
uments available within an EMR [50]. CDA include a fully DICOM-
SR compatible model to enable DICOM-SR documents to exchange
information with non-DICOM devices, such as information sys-
tems. The DICOM standard committee has an agreement with
HL7 renewed at 2008 [51].

5.2.2. Interaction
The DICOM Storage is in charge of inserting, deleting and

retrieving medical reports. It is a stateful grid service in which each
resource manages the report data of its corresponding ontology
type by communicating directly with the distributed data reposito-
ries (currently AMGA backends).

When inserting a new report, clients must first launch a query
to the IIS, indicating the storage location and the ontology type
of the report. The IIS will answer with the URI of the corresponding
DICOM Storage resource.

The hospital, service URI, ontology type and AMGA replica URI
are the properties that each Storage DICOM resource publishes in
the IIS. In this case, performing a correct use of stateful services
and resource properties provides an IIS database of the online re-
sources in the system (Fig. 6). In addition, service calls will have
less parameters, as many of them are implicit in the resource prop-
erties of the resources managed by the grid services (Fig. 8, step 1).

Once the URI of the resource is retrieved, the report is sent by
calling the CreateReport() method of the Storage DICOM service.

The system checks if the report type matches the ontology
type managed by the Storage DICOM resource. If the client se-
lects the wrong resource (Fig. 8, step 3) the process will be
aborted at this point. If the condition is satisfied, the DICOM-
SR will be added to the AMGA backend (Fig. 8, step 4). The pro-
cess of adding the report to the AMGA backend is transactional,
so the state of the system will remain unchanged if an error
occurs.
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5.3. Searching DICOM-SR data

5.3.1. Workflow
Users can query DICOM-SR content in order to retrieve diagnos-

tics reports through the Web portal (Right-Fig. 9). Query forms are
constructed from the report templates available in the Ontologies
Server (Left-Fig. 9, step 1). The Web application generates an
AMGA query that is sent to the Storage Broker service (Left-
Fig. 9, step 2), which communicates with the AMGA backends of
the Storage DICOM services.

The Storage Broker implementation uses a mediator approach,
which is composed of a component in the client side that trans-
forms every query submitted by the user into several queries,
one for each data repository (Left-Fig. 9, step 3). These queries
are performed concurrently. The mediator waits for the results of
all the queries, integrates them and presents the result to the user
(Left-Fig. 9, step 4).

5.3.2. Interaction
TRENCADIS middleware allows distributed metadata queries

that can be submitted to the Storage Broker service. This grid ser-
vice is responsible of converting a single query into many, one for
each DICOM Storage resource of a particular ontology structure.

Before calling the service, the client must ask the IIS for the URI
of the Storage Broker resource in charge of the ontology type re-
lated to the search. After that, the QueryAMGA() method of the
proper Storage Broker resource is called.
Fig. 10. Interaction of searching DICOM-SR data.
The QueryAMGA() method checks how much time has passed
since the last query and contacts the IIS if necessary, updating
the information about the available Storage DICOM resources
(Fig. 10, step 3). Then it examines the resource properties of the re-
sources and reads the URIs of the AMGA backends of each Storage
DICOM service, creating a different search for each backend
(Fig. 10, step 5). Finally, the service reads the search results and
presents them to the user.

If a concurrent search fails, the result will contain a notification
of the failure along with the successful searches. This means that a
user has the illusion of performing a single query to the system, but
still receives information about the individual fails of the backends.

In [52] the authors performed a technical validation of the
AMGA service, showing that it is able to process 25 structured re-
port queries per second. Additionally, a usability test has been per-
formed with 11 expert radiologists, the response times are similar
to other systems employed in clinical practise.

Recently, AMGA added support for federation, allowing parallel
metadata searching into a single view and handling partial failures
through the user-defined policies [45]. We plan to take advantage
of these new features.

6. Conclusion

The application designed in this work enables sharing DICOM
studies (including DICOM images and DICOM-SR reports) in a geo-
graphically distributed environment. The infrastructure has been
deployed in different centers and uses gLite components for inter-
operability with existing Grid infrastructures (EGI, ES-NGI). Cur-
rently, it is fully operational as a prototype.

Five templates for mammography, magnetic resonance, ultra-
sound, pre-surgery biopsy and post-surgery biopsy have been de-
fined to code diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer patients.
The definition process of these templates has been explained in
Section 5. The process has involved specialists in breast cancer
from University Hospital Doctor Peset.

The most important use cases in the diagnosis process have
been outlined (defining report templates, inserting report data,
and searching report data) and the flow of information among
the grid services has been described.

The need to work with several ontologies forced us to improve
some of the grid services in the infrastructure to support multiple
resources efficiently. Thanks to this, queries to the IIS are simpler
and separate views can be created easily. Moreover, the logic inside
the grid services is clearer, with less network messages and even
increased stability.

In addition, we concluded that enabling the definition of custom
service resource constructors would be a great feature to include
into APIs of upcoming releases of Grid Middlewares. We simulated
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this feature by calling an internal resource function instead of
sending the parameters into a network service call and the perfor-
mance of the whole process is significantly faster.

An infrastructure has been deployed in two centers (UPV and
Hospital Doctor Peset), creating a knowledge database that could
be extended by adding new Storage DICOM services. New centers
would join the VO through VOMS memberships.
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